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ABSTRACT: Minors who die in the United States hold a property interest in an asset that did not exist when the law established 18 as the age of legal capacity to devise. These assets are digital assets: email, social networking, documents, photos, text messages, and other forms of digital media. Minors use these assets with a fluidity and ease unrivaled by older generations. Under the current law, minors have no right to decide what happens to their digital property at death. Despite the fact that minors have the capacity to contract with online businesses, make healthcare decisions, marry, have sex, and seek employment, minors are denied one of the most basic rights of property ownership—the right to devise. This Article is the first to explore how minor capacity law should change to accommodate the changing nature of property and grant minors the right to devise their digital assets. It explores historical capacity standards imposed upon minors in order to own and use property and argues that these standards are no longer adequate to regulate digital assets. It demonstrates how applying succession law instead of an arbitrary age requirement safeguards minors’ interests, protects property and privacy rights, and promotes the freedom of succession. This Article argues that granting minors the ability to devise digital assets is a logical evolution of minor capacity standards seen in other areas of the law. Granting minors capacity to devise their digital assets promotes minors’ autonomy and their dignitary interests in their expressions of identity on social media. It has been 40 years since we have considered the age of legal capacity to devise property and with the proliferation of digital assets, the time is ripe for a reassessment of minors’ capacity to devise digital property.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On average about 16,000 teenagers die in the United States each year.\(^1\) The 14 teenagers who were killed in a school shooting in Parkland, Florida, on February 14, 2018 are a testament to the tragic and sobering ways that minors unexpectedly and prematurely die in our nation.\(^2\) As of now, minors do not have the right of succession, that is, they are legally incapable of deciding how their property is distributed at death. The law governing minors’ legal capacity to devise property is based on precedent that extends into the early 19th century and has been relatively unchanged in our nation. For many of the 16,000 teenagers who die each year their inability to devise property will not be problematic. Most minors do not own significant property interests, and if they do, the default rules of intestacy laws operate to give their property to their parents, which is probably what most minors would want


anyway.  

But minors’ property interests are changing in the digital world because they hold a significant number of digital assets. 

Minors who die in the United States hold a property interest in assets that did not exist when the law established 18 as the age of legal capacity. The majority of minors own digital assets—email, social networking, documents, photos, text messages, and other forms of digital media. Minors’ digital assets hold a treasure trove of information about their daily lives, information and memories that would be much more valuable to surviving friends and families if a minor were to die as well as information that perhaps a minor would prefer to be deleted upon her death. Children’s toys are becoming more interactive. The toys respond to a child’s questions, tell jokes, listen and create a record of interaction with the child as soon as they can talk. The category of digital assets that minors use, control, and create is only going to increase in the coming years as new toys, apps, and forms of entertainment and education for minors are developed.

Under the current law, minors have no right to decide what happens to their digital assets. They lack legal capacity to execute a testamentary document that would have controlling effect upon their death. Giving minors the right of succession over their digital property gives them the ability to decide whether these assets should be deleted or transferred at their death and who should be able to obtain access. In many cases, minors might choose their parents, but in some situations, minors would choose someone else. Granting the right to devise digital assets gives a minor the power to choose.

Minors’ inability to devise digital assets needs to be reexamined in light of the prevalence of digital assets and minors’ command and fluency in understanding the nature of digital assets. From a young age, children become proficient users of new technology. These “digital natives,” or children that grow up in the digital age, have different expectations relating to their digital property and a significant amount of familiarity with digital assets throughout their lives than the generation before them. According to Pew Research Center, “[n]early two-thirds of youth and parents agree that the

---

3. Intestacy law is based on the presumed intent of a testator and tries to do what an ordinary testator would do if she had executed a testamentary instrument. See ROBERT H. STIKOFF & JESSE DUKEMINIER, WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATES 65 (10th ed. 2017).

4. See, e.g., Monica Anderson & Jingjing Jiang, Teens, Social Media & Technology 2018, PEW RES. CTR. (May 31, 2018), http://www.pewinternet.org/2018/05/31/teens-social-media-technology-2018 (“Some 45% of teens say they use the internet ‘almost constantly,’ a figure that has nearly doubled from the 24% who said this in [a study from] 2014-2015.”).

5. Imagine a scenario where a closeted gay or trans teenager is exploring their identity on social media. If that teenager dies, their family could decide to destroy their posts and pictures at their death, and that might be expressly against what the teenager would have wanted.

children know more about the Internet than their parents do.” In a quarter of American families who have access to the Internet, young children are more digitally proficient than their parents. With their increased familiarity with the Internet and technology, minors create and possess digital assets with troves of information, pictures, and writings about their young lives. This information is valuable to surviving family members as well as potential marketers and industries. Minors have a sizeable footprint in the marketplace and contribute value to the economy. It is estimated that teenagers have a purchasing power of $118 billion in North America. Despite the purchasing power of minors and the prevalence of minors using digital assets, minors are unable to control what happens to their digital assets at their death.

The age of majority is a malleable concept in law and has changed depending on the needs of society and the nature of the dispute. Digital asset succession presents a ripe area for reconsidering whether an age requirement should be applied to allow a minor to make her intent known regarding her digital assets. Applying succession law safeguards concerns about minors’ perceived vulnerability or lack of understanding. Contract doctrines and the mature minor doctrine create templates where the law is already considering minors’ capacity on a case-by-case basis. Minors have a significant digital presence online, which raises questions of property rights and the enforceability of contracts entered into by minors. Although scholarship has addressed minors’ contractual rights and the use of the infancy defense to disaffirm online contracts (and has touched on a broader concern about

8. Id.
minors’ testamentary capacity), scholars and commentators have been silent regarding property interests that minors may have in digital assets and whether those property interests give rise to the right to devise. With the advent of a digital marketplace and with the significant participation of minors in that marketplace, capacity standards for minors have begun to evolve, especially in contract. Like contracts, property is transitioning to a digital form, and the law needs to transition with it. Granting minors the right to devise this new form of property accommodates the changing nature of property in a technological world.

Fortunately, the law has begun to address adults’ succession rights over their digital assets. A majority of states recently adopted the Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act (“The Act” or “RUFADAA”), which granted fiduciaries legal authority to manage digital assets if an individual left express permission to do so in her testamentary instruments. The Act is limited in scope and expressly does not change other areas of law. By maintaining the status quo, RUFADAA denies minors the ability to have protected property or a contractual interest in their digital asset accounts, despite an acknowledgement in most states that digital assets are part of a decedent’s estate and should be managed by a fiduciary upon death. In addition, the Act requires that in order for a fiduciary to access a decedent’s digital assets, a decedent must leave an express testamentary document granting her fiduciary consent to manage her digital assets. Because minors lack legal capacity, it is unclear whether minors can consent under RUFADAA to allow fiduciaries to access their account at death. It is also unclear whether parents will be able to consent on behalf of their deceased children. A minority of states mentioned minors in their versions of RUFADAA by explicitly defining guardians of a minor to act under the law. The statutes,
however, do not grant minors any right to control their digital assets after death through a guardian and seem to reinforce guardianship law already in place, in one situation, giving the guardian the right to authorize disclosure (absent any inquiry as to what the minor would have wanted). By retaining old guardianship principles, the passage of RUFADAA prompts a renewed analysis of minors’ capacity to devise their digital assets.

Our succession rules regarding minors are severely outdated and stem from norms from the middle ages. Unfortunately, RUFADAA does nothing to clarify the rights of minors regarding their digital assets. In a world suffused with technology, the 18th-century norms for capacity no longer make sense. It is time that our succession rules changed to accommodate minors’ desires about their online accounts in the event of their premature deaths. Unless there are extenuating circumstances, the law should honor the wishes of minors who are fluent in creating digital media and who can show the capacity to determine what they want to have happen to that media in the event of their deaths.

First, this Article explores the historical capacity standards imposed upon minors in order to use property. It demonstrates that the categorical age limit for property ownership has shifted depending on the circumstances of the era and the creation or accessibility of new assets. It argues that historical capacity standards are no longer adequate in the face of digital assets. It considers property rights of minors generally and argues that minors should have a right to devise digital assets.

Part III looks to children’s capacity in other areas of the law, specifically contract law and medical decision-making. It argues that to the extent minors have a limited right to contract with Internet custodians, make health care decisions, marry, and have sex, they should also have a limited right to digital asset succession. It highlights that minors are able to contract with digital asset providers to destroy or transfer their digital assets upon death but do not have the right to execute a testamentary document that would have the same result. Because minors have the capacity to contract and make personal decisions about their health, they should also have the power to devise digital assets as a matter of contract and in expressing their personal identity on social media platforms. Using the evolution of the law in other areas, this Article argues that it is time for succession law to evolve in a similar direction and grant minors the ability to devise digital assets.

Part IV analyzes how applying the doctrines of succession law safeguards minors’ interests and addresses concerns about minors’ perceived vulnerabilities. Succession law provides a capacity standard that will ensure

---

ANN. § 35A-1252(2a) (2017) (granting guardians the power to request and authorize disclosure of minors’ digital assets).
that a minor understands the legal act of devising property in order for a devise to be valid. Regardless if capacity is given to minors generally or specifically only for digital assets, succession law has mechanisms to protect minors from undue influence, fraud, duress, or abuse in testamentary dispositions. This Article advocates that states remove the requirement of legal capacity to execute a testamentary instrument relating to digital assets and instead rely solely on the protective doctrines of succession law. It argues that digital assets reopen the door for reconsidering capacity standards for minors in general.

Part V considers policy reasons for changing the law to allow minors succession rights over their digital assets. In many cases, the younger generation is more fluent in digital assets than their parents are. Policy reasons denying minors legal capacity to devise no longer apply when confronted with the paradigm of digital assets. In addition, this Article considers how allowing digital asset succession promotes minors’ best interests, self-determination, and privacy rights. It has been 40 years since we have considered the age of legal capacity to devise property and with the proliferation of digital assets, the time is ripe for a reassessment for minors’ capacity to devise property.

II. MINORS’ CAPACITY STANDARDS

This Article first explores the evolution of capacity standards imposed on minors for managing property and entering into contracts. It demonstrates that a categorical age limit for capacity and property ownership has shifted depending on the circumstances of the era and the creation or accessibility of new assets. Although the age of capacity has increased and decreased, the underlying structure of the common law has not. Under the common law, children can own property, but their capacity to deal with that property, to contract or devise, is limited based on their age. When a child reaches the age of majority, these limitations are removed and he may freely buy, sell, trade, or devise his property. The age of majority has varied depending on the jurisdiction, circumstance, and time. What is clear about the history of capacity standards is that the law has taken a pragmatic approach. So, too, should the law now take a pragmatic approach when it comes to the existence of digital assets and minors’ succession rights of digital assets.

A. THE CHANGING AGE OF MAJORITY

Historically, children reached the age of majority at an earlier age than they do today. Under the early common law, children were much more

19. JOSEPH W. MADDEN, MADDEN ON PERSONS AND DOMESTIC RELATIONS § 114 (1931).
20. T.E. James, The Age of Majority, 4 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 22, 22 (1960). For example, in order to become a sovereign in England, one needed to turn 18; in Denmark, the sovereign attained majority at 14; and in France, the age of majority was 17. Id.
engaged in civic life. They could marry at age seven, be hanged at age eight for committing a crime, and serve on a jury at age twelve. Children could vote if they owned property; teenagers were elected to Parliament. In the early common law of England, children were able to contract, own property, and devise personal property by the age of four. In one recorded case in England, it was found that a child attained the age of majority at birth. Children consented to contracts by placing a mark on the documents that deeded land or goods, devised property in a will, or bound that child to years of an apprenticeship. English treatises from the 16th century state that a child who had attained the age of four could make a will for his or her goods and chattels. Treatise authors such as Henry Swinburne wrote that the minimum age to write a will was 14 for boys and 12 for girls, and this was reinforced in more modern treatises. More modern treatise writers believed that the age of four must have been a misprint for age 14, but this could have been merely due to their disbelief that the law found young children to have the competency to devise property.

Any child over the ages of 12 for girls or 14 for boys had sufficient mental capacity to devise their property until the mid-16th century. When the Statute of Wills was passed in 1540, it originally permitted real and personal property to be devised by minors, following the tradition noted by treatise writers that young children’s testamentary devises for personal property would be valid upon their deaths. The Statute of Wills was later amended, however, to declare that a minor under the age of 21 could not make a valid will.

21. HOLLY BREWER, BY BIRTH OR CONSENT: CHILDREN, LAW, AND THE ANGLO-AMERICAN REVOLUTION IN AUTHORITY 1, 140 (2005).
22. Id. at 1.
23. Id.
24. James, supra note 20, at 23.
25. BREWER, supra note 21, at 239.
26. Id. at 241.
27. HENRY SWINBURNE, A BRIEFE TREATISE OF TESTAMENTS AND LAST WILLS 61 (1635) ("A boye cannot make his Teftament before hee haue accomplifhed the age of 14 yeares, nor a wench before fhe haue accomplifhed the age of 12 yeares."); see also THOMAS E. ATKINSON, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF WILLS § 50, at 229 (2d ed. 1953) ("The civil law rule was that males of fourteen and females of twelve had the age capacity to make a will.").
28. BREWER, supra note 21, at 338. Professor Brewer notes her surprise at one particular finding:

To see the mark of a young child on a labor contract or to run across evidence that a child of four or nine married makes us think that something must be wrong with the evidence. I was astonished, even after extensive work on these subjects, to discover that an “executor” of an estate could be a young child—even, as the treatises stated, one in its mother’s womb.

Id.
29. ATKINSON, supra note 27, § 50, at 250.
31. ATKINSON, supra note 27, § 50, at 229.
will for real property. The law thus made a distinction between personal property and real property. Minors under the age of 21 could still make a will for personal property. This did not change in England until the Wills Act was passed in 1837, establishing the age of 21 as the age of capacity to devise personal property. The age of 21 had roots in medieval law—it was commonly understood to be the age that an Englishman could become eligible for knighthood. Thus, by 1837, for both real and personal property, England settled on the age of 21 as the age of majority.

Early colonists in America applied English laws and norms regarding children, allowing children younger than 21 to engage in civic life and to consent to various legal acts. Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, passed laws before the Revolutionary War that allowed boys who were 16 to serve in the military. A 15-year-old boy enlisted in the Continental Army over his grandfather and guardian’s objections. By 1776, the first draft of the Pennsylvania Constitution gave the right to vote to anyone who served in the militia. By 1792, almost ten years after the end of the Revolutionary War, the colonies established the ages of 18 for militia service and 21 for the right to vote.

Children were able to consent to labor contracts in early America. For example, a two-year old consented to an indentured servant relationship by placing her mark on a contract in 1811. Eventually, American law adopted higher ages of consent and capacity for children to serve in the militia, contract for their labor, or devise their property. The age for majority relating to testamentary devises also gradually changed from 12 and 14 to 21. By the 18th century, treatise writers had reigned in the rights of children to deal with property. Instead of the age of puberty being the age limit for minors to contract, Thomas Wood’s Institute of the Laws of England, which was used in American colonies, stated that a 21 year old could alienate his real and personal property, but not before that age.

32. Id. § 50, at 230.
33. Id.
34. James, supra note 20, at 28.
35. Id. at 30–31; see 5 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 9:3 (4th ed. 2018).
36. BREWER, supra note 21, at 138.
37. Id. at 129–30.
38. Id. at 139.
39. Id. at 140.
40. Id. at 271.
41. Id. at 1.
42. See id. at 1, 139, 275.
43. See id. at 152.
44. Id. at 265; THOMAS WOOD, AN INSTITUTE OF THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 12 (9th ed. 1763).
The law for testamentary devises remained inconsistent in the United States. Many states adopted the common law age of majority as 21. Some opted for the testamentary age to be 18 years of age, others allowed "females to make wills at a lower age than males," and some jurisdictions maintained the distinction between real and personal property, allowing those under the age of 21 to dispose of their personal property but not their real property. Some states also allowed a married person to devise property but would not allow an unmarried person of the same age to devise.

The United States underwent its most recent shift in the concept of majority by reducing the age limit of capacity from 21 to 18. In 1942, during World War II, Congress lowered the age of conscription from 21 to 18 in order to obtain more soldiers to fight the war. The decision to change the age for the draft was likely not fueled by an analysis of capacity, but rather by logistical needs in fighting a war. After the age for conscription was lowered, constitutional amendments to lower the voting age were proposed over 100 times in Congress for the next 30 years. None of the amendments was successful until 1971 when a senator introduced the amendment in January, Congress passed it in March, and states ratified it by June 1971. During these 30 years and after the amendment was passed, states reduced the legal age of majority from 21 to 18. The American concept of adulthood shifted to allow the status of adulthood to be conferred at a younger age but still an older age than was seen in the early 1800s. This shift had many implications, but most relevant for purposes of this Article is that it meant that 18-year-olds instead of 21-year-olds have the legal capacity to execute a will. Today, not as much variation exists in the states as it did in our early history. All but a few states have changed the age of majority to 18 by legislative act.

Recent developments in the law have again demonstrated the shifting concept of the age of majority. The Affordable Care Act requires health

45. Thomas v. Couch, 156 S.E. 209 (Ga. 1930) (“One becomes of full age on the day preceding the twenty-first anniversary of his birth, on the first moment of that day.”); Bainter v. Bainter, 590 N.E.2d 1134, 1135 (Ind. Ct. App. 1992) (“[I]n 1849 a person’s legal disabilities were removed the day preceding his or her twenty-first anniversary of birth.” (citing Wells v. Wells, 6 Ind. 447, 448 (1855))); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACTS § 14 cmt. a (AM. LAW INST. 1981).

46. ATKINSON, supra note 27, at 230; see also Holzman v. Wager, 79 A. 205, 206 (Md. 1911) (“[T]he right of a male, of sufficient discretion, under the age of 21 years and over the age of 14 years, to dispose of his leasehold property has always been recognized and acted upon in this state . . . .”).

47. ATKINSON, supra note 27, at 230.

48. Barnes, supra note 11, at 418.

49. Hamilton, supra note 11, at 64–65.


51. U.S. CONST. amend. XXVI; Fish, supra note 50, at 1184, 1194.

52. 5 WILLISTON, supra note 35, § 9:3; RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 14 cmt. a (AM. LAW INST. 1981).

53. 5 WILLISTON, supra note 35, § 9:3; RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 14 cmt. a.
insurers to allow children to remain on their parent’s health insurance plans until they turn age 26. The Affordable Care Act provision, of course, does not change minors’ legal status as adults at age 18, but it does show a consensus that young adults still rely on their parents for financial aid well after they obtain the age of majority. Our conceptions of adulthood and capacity have never been static. They continue to evolve to meet our needs, expectations, and understanding of the world. Digital assets require us to reassess the concept of minority and ask whether an 18-year-old capacity standard is justified in a digital world. In order to execute a testamentary document, an individual must have legal capacity. Legal capacity is determined by statute, and state statutes generally require that an individual be at least 18 years old in order to validly execute a will. This age requirement is a vestige of English common law. As discussed above, the “age of majority” has changed throughout time for various reasons. The age of legal capacity has ranged from four to 21, settling at 18. Louisiana allows a 16-year-old minor to execute a will, and Georgia allows a 14-year-old minor to execute a will. Several jurisdictions grant legal capacity to those under the age of 18 if they are members of the armed forces or if they are married. Moreover, if a minor obtains emancipation, jurisdictions allow her to execute a valid will. The standards for maturity have changed throughout history and continue to change in the context of a modern world. In assessing whether a minor should be able to devise digital assets, we should not defer to capacity age limits set by the age of eligibility for knighthood. Instead, we should assess the nature of the property at issue and the abilities of children in using this new property. Age limits are imperfect, arbitrary, and unnecessary factors in assessing capacity. Legal capacity has historically been a tool of repression, disfavoring certain groups of people and prohibiting them from devising property. For example, married women used to lack legal capacity to execute wills because of the doctrine of coverture. Slaves and felons were legally incapable of

56. See supra Section II.A.
57. See supra Section II.A.
59. IND. CODE. ANN. § 29-1-5-1; N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 551:1 (LexisNexis 2014); OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 112.225 (West 2016); TEX. EST. CODE ANN. § 251.001.
61. James, supra note 20, at 28.
62. 1 JAMES SCHOULER, LAW OF WILLS EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS § 45 (3rd ed. 1913); see also WILLIAM HERBERT PAGE, A CONCISE TREATISE ON THE LAW OF WILLS §§ 89–90 (1901) ("The original Statute of Wills conferred testamentary capacity in such general terms that married women were apparently included. It was, however, doubtful if, under the common law...")
executing a testamentary document. Although the barriers of sex, race, and conviction of a felony have been removed as an element of legal capacity to execute a will, the age requirement remains. The result of this age limit is that the law categorically prevents all minors from executing a will no matter their mental ability or social maturity. This bright-line rule comes at an immense cost of preventing the majority of teenagers from enjoying the freedom of succession, a cherished property right in the American system. It is a more pressing issue today than in the past because of the rise of digital assets. Now, most minors have at least something of value to distribute among family and friends or to delete according to their wishes.

Legal capacity has changed to accommodate different cultural and social norms, and it must now change to reflect our acceptance that minors create, own, and control digital assets. A historical precedence of disallowing minors to devise is not a compelling reason to continue the prohibition. It is still a form of repression. Legal capacity for testation is outmoded and unnecessary. Digital assets are a unique form of property that minors exercise a great deal of control over and a form of property they understand well. To the extent that adults can devise their digital assets under the Digital Asset Act, minors should be accorded the same right if they meet the standard for testamentary capacity. Legal capacity prohibiting minors from devising assets has little justification in a modern world that is continuing to transform itself with technology. Any change will require legislative action, preferably an amendment to the Digital Asset Act giving minors legal capacity to devise digital assets.

**B. MINORS’ RIGHTS UNDER CONTRACT**

Under the common law, children who reached puberty were able to give, sell, and purchase their property by contract, but often contracts entered into with children were voidable. Whether an English court would uphold a contract with a minors would turn on whether the contract was beneficial to the child. If a contract was not beneficial to a minor, it was void, if it were possibly beneficial to a minor the contract was voidable, (if the minor chose to disaffirm it), and if a contract were definitely beneficial to a minor the contract was voidable, (if the minor chose to disaffirm it), and if a contract were definitely beneficial to a minor then it
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63. See 2 ISAAC F. REDFIELD, THE LAW OF WILLS: DEVISES, LEGACIES, AND TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS 5 (2d ed. 1870) (stating that any felony conviction “defeated all rights of action of every kind” including wills, meaning that any property attempted to be devised would escheat to the crown); Darlene C. Goring, The History of Slave Marriage in the United States, 39 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 299, 307 (2006) (stating that slaves lacked contractual capacity to hold or transfer property via intestacy or wills); David Rand Jr., Annotation, Convict’s Capacity to Make Will, 84 A.L.R.3d 479 § 2[a] (1978) (“[T]he convicted criminal was precluded from transmitting his estate to his heirs.”).

64. REVISED UNIF. FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIG. ASSETS ACT § 4 (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2015).

65. BREWER, supra note 21, at 242–43, 245.

66. 5 WILLISTON, supra note 35, § 9:5 (“Infant’s contracts are generally voidable, not void.”).
was valid.67 Determining whether a contract was beneficial to a minor was often difficult and, instead of making this distinction, courts adopted what is known as the infancy doctrine.68 Under the infancy doctrine, a minor has the ability to void a contract she enters into on her own election. The infancy doctrine is aimed at protecting “minors from foolishly squandering their wealth through improvident contracts with crafty adults who would take advantage of them in the marketplace.”69

Thus, minors have the right to contract in many jurisdictions, but a minor may later disaffirm a contract under the infancy doctrine.70 Some jurisdictions find that minors do not have the right to contract because they lack capacity altogether.71 Similar to all common law doctrines, the infancy doctrine is riddled with exceptions and is state specific, but it can generally be used to some extent in any jurisdiction.72 A minor must usually return the benefit of a contract in order to properly disaffirm it.73

Modern courts continue to apply the infancy doctrine as a method to protect minors from their own foolishness.74 As a practical matter, the voidability doctrine results in businesses requiring that a parent or guardian co-sign any contract entered into by a minor, which in turn severely limits the freedom of minors to independently enter into a binding contract.75 The same practical limitations, however, do not exist for online contracts. Companies are more than happy to have minors use their services online and allow them to agree to the terms of services without parental permission if they are over the age of 13. Congress established 13 as the age for minors to

67. Pinnell v. St. Louis-S.F. Ry. Co., 263 S.W. 182, 185 (Mo. 1924) (applying the benefits test); 5 WILLISTON, supra note 35, § 9:5.
68. 5 WILLISTON, supra note 35, § 9:5.
69. Halbman v. Lemke, 298 N.W.2d 562, 564 (Wis. 1980).
70. A.V. v. iParadigms, LLC, 544 F. Supp. 2d 473, 481 (E.D. Va. 2008), aff’d in part and rev’d in part sub nom. A.V. ex rel. Vanderhye v. iParadigms, LLC, 562 F.3d 650 (4th Cir. 2009) (explaining the infancy doctrine); Lemke, 298 N.W.2d at 564 (“[T]he ‘infancy doctrine,’ is one of the oldest and most venerable of our common law traditions.”); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 14 (AM. LAW INST. 1981).
71. Compare Kelly v. United States, 809 F. Supp. 2d 429, 434 (E.D.N.C. 2011) (finding that minors lack capacity to contract “unless it is for necessaries” (quoting Creech ex rel. Creech v. Melnik, 556 S.E.2d 587, 591 (N.C. Ct. App. 2001))), with Florida v. Stokes, 944 So. 2d 598, 603 (La. Ct. App. 2006) (“The presumption is that all persons have the capacity to contract. The exception being that unemancipated minors . . . lack legal capacity to contract.” (citation omitted)).
73. A.V., 544 F. Supp. 2d at 481 (“In other words, ‘[i]f an infant enters into any contract subject to conditions or stipulations, he cannot take the benefit of the contract without the burden of the conditions or stipulations.’” (alteration in original) (quoting 5 WILLISTON, supra note 35, § 9:14)).
74. Edge, supra note 72, at 222.
75. See Todres, supra note 11, at 1126.
contract with online businesses when it passed legislation limiting the types of
information online businesses can obtain about minors under age 13 without
parental consent in 1998.76

In 1998, Congress passed the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
(“COPPA”), a bipartisan act, in three months with little debate or discussion.77
The purpose of the bill was to allow parents to supervise the information
collected by online business providers. It applies to children under the age of
13 and gives the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) regulatory power to
ensure that online service providers do not collect information from children
under the age of 13 without parental consent.78 In 2013, amendments to
COPPA regulations were implemented by the FTC; these changes considered
technological advances and children’s increased use of apps on mobile
devices and social networking.79 Online businesses or services are required “to
establish and maintain reasonable procedures to protect the confidentiality,
security, and integrity of personal information collected from children.”80

COPPA again demonstrates lawmakers’ response to the concern that
online businesses will take advantage of minors in the marketplace. Some
argue that COPPA’s age limit of 13 is too young and that older children need
similar protection.81 These arguments follow the traditional capacity
conception that adults will exploit minors under 18 and that minors do not
have the decision-making skills necessary to decide what information they
should give to online providers and what they should protect.82 Congress,
through COPPA, creates a new capacity standard for minors at age 13. Many
websites require users to certify that they are over 13 in an attempt to
demonstrate compliance with COPPA’s data accumulation age limits. COPPA
also demonstrates an understanding that minors age 13 to 18 have economic
power in the marketplace—COPPA does not restrict companies’
accumulation of information about teenagers. There is an implicit
understanding in COPPA that minors are going to continue to contract and
engage in creating digital assets.

The infancy doctrine or privilege ceases to exist once a minor turns 18.
At the age of 18, a minor becomes an adult under the law and is free to

77. See Laurel Jamtgaard, Big Bird Meets Big Brother: A Look at the Children’s Online Privacy
81. Lauren A. Matecki, Note, Update: COPPA is Ineffective Legislation! Next Steps for Protecting
tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-coppa-frequently-asked-questions (last updated
Mar. 20, 2015) (providing information on the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule for
laypersons and small entities).
contract. But there are exceptions. For example, Congress delved into the area of minors and contracts in 2009 by passing the Credit Card Accountability, Responsibility, and Disclosure Act ("CARD Act") which, in part, prohibits individuals under 21 from entering into a contract for a credit card unless certain conditions are met. An adult under the age of 21 must find an adult over the age of 21 to co-sign the account or show that he or she has enough income to repay any debt incurred in order to obtain a credit card. The justification for this law was to curb credit card companies’ marketing to students on college campuses and to protect college students from themselves. The CARD Act demonstrates the high degree of flexibility in the law of capacity. Lawmakers always have the ability to enact a different age for capacity for a specific activity. Thus, in the world of contracts, 18 to 20-year-olds have the capacity to enter into any contract except for credit card contracts.

The CARD Act demonstrates how digital asset succession could work as well. By making an exception to legal capacity requirements for digital assets, minors would have the ability to devise digital assets but no other forms of tangible property. At the end of the day, capacity for a certain activity is up to lawmakers and their constituents. As contract interests continue to change with the rise of digital assets and other technological advances, capacity standards need to change to as well.

C. MINORS’ PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

A recent study revealed that children between the ages of two to four believed that a person who played with a toy first owned the toy. Even at a young age, children are able to conceptualize property ownership and claim property for themselves. The common law allowed children to acquire property and hold it against her parents or any other third party, as long the property was not acquired through compensation. If minors earn wages, a parent or guardian is entitled to garnish the minor’s wages. But some states

---

83. See 1 E. ALLAN FARNSWORTH, FARNSWORTH ON CONTRACTS § 4.3 (3d ed. 2004).
86. Barnes, supra note 11, at 433.
89. Banks v. Conant, 96 Mass. (14 Allen) 497, 498 (1867) ("Whatever therefore an infant acquires which does not come to him as a compensation for services rendered, belongs absolutely to him, and his father cannot interpose any claim to it, either as against the child, or as against third persons who claim title or possession from . . . the infant."); Kreigh v. Cogswell, 21 P.2d 831, 833 (Wyo. 1933).
90. 1 DONALD T. KRAMER, LEGAL RIGHTS OF CHILDREN § 8:14 (2d ed. 2005).
protect a minors’ ability to put those funds in a savings account. For example, states allow banks to protect any deposit made in the name of a minor for the minor’s use. As a practical matter, many parents do not choose to garnish the wages of their child, but as a legal matter, they have the right to do so. Their right to garnish a child’s wages is supported by the principle that parents owe a duty to provide for their children. If a parent does not garnish a child’s wages, then wages are the property of a child.

A parent does not have the right to take property of their child when the property is received as a gift or inheritance. This property is the minors’ property and not the property of a parent. Even though a parent is required to care for a child, a parent does not have title or claim to a minor’s property. A parent cannot sell or transfer a child’s property or enter into contracts with the child’s property. Thus, children have a protectable property interest in their assets and this right should extend to their creations as well.

State law controls the transfer of property to minors and requires a form of property management. There are four property management options for a minor child: guardianship, conservatorship, custodianship, and trusteeship. A guardian of the estate or guardian of the property arises when a minor owns property. A guardian of the property must be court appointed; parents of a child lack the ability to control a minor’s property without court appointment as a guardian of the property. When a minor owns valuable property, a guardian must be appointed in order to care for the property until a minor reaches the age of majority. Guardians do not own a minor’s property, instead they must act pursuant to fiduciary duties in order to protect the
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91. See, e.g., MINN. STAT. ANN. § 48.30 (West 2012).
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94. CAL. FAM. CODE § 7502 (West 2013) (“The parent, as such, has no control over the property of the child.”); Emery v. Emery, 289 P.2d 218, 225 (Cal. 1955) (“[A] minor child’s property is his own and not that of his parents.”); Fassitt v. Seip, 95 A. 273, 279 (Pa. 1915) (holding that legal title was held by the infant); Scott J. Shackelford & Lawrence M. Friedman, Legally Incompetent: A Research Note, 49 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 321, 322 (2007) (“Nor do parents, legally, have an automatic right to control their children’s property, even though they are the ‘natural guardians’ of their children . . . .”).
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property for the minor and use it solely for a child’s enjoyment and benefit.\footnote{100} A parent may have physical custody of a child, but that custody alone does not give a parent the right to contract with a child’s property.\footnote{101} Only an appointed guardian, conservator, or a trustee may deal with the property of a minor.\footnote{102}

In many states, probate courts are responsible for overseeing the guardianship of minors.\footnote{103} Guardians come in two forms—guardians of the person, who are responsible for the care of a minor, and guardians of the property, who are responsible for managing the property of a minor during a minor’s life.\footnote{104} Oftentimes, a court appoints the same person for both responsibilities.\footnote{105} Guardians of the property protect and manage a minor’s estate until a minor reaches the age of capacity or dies. A guardian is bound by fiduciary duties in order to use the property for the benefit of the minor.\footnote{106} Allowing a guardian to manage an estate of an incompetent minor protects a minor, protects property, and allows property to be used and invested in the market.\footnote{107} The American legal system has used guardianships since colonial times as a method to manage property of minors.\footnote{108} Guardianships have worked relatively seamlessly throughout our history. They are rarely challenged and not much is published about them.\footnote{109} They are relatively uncontroversial arrangements.

Guardianships make sense for transactions in real estate, stock accounts, mutual funds, bank accounts and other investments of real or intangible property, but guardianships make less sense for managing a minors’ digital assets. In fact, because of the lack of financial value, guardianships are superfluous when it comes to a minors’ ownership of digital assets during a minor’s life. Minors have full rights over digital assets and manage the property, opening and deleting accounts, on their own under contractual terms entered into by the minor and digital asset provider. If the law were to

\footnote{100} In re Tetsubumi Yano’s Estate, 206 P. 995, 1001 (Cal. 1922) (explaining duties of a guardian).
\footnote{101} DUKEMINIER ET AL., supra note 96, at 117; MADDEN, supra note 19, § 145.
\footnote{102} DUKEMINIER ET AL., supra note 96, at 117–18.
\footnote{103} See, e.g., In re Estate of Bednarczuk, 609 N.E.2d 1310, 1315 (Ohio Ct. App. 1992) (“It is well settled that a probate court has broad discretion in appointing guardians and that decisions regarding the appointment of guardians will not be reversed absent an abuse of discretion.”); DUKEMINIER ET AL., supra note 96, at 118–20.
\footnote{105} See DUKEMINIER ET AL., supra note 96, at 117–20.
\footnote{106} See, e.g., In re Estate of Świecicki, 477 N.E.2d 488, 490 (Ill. 1985).
\footnote{107} Lawrence M. Friedman et al., Guardians: A Research Note, 40 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 146, 166 (1996).
\footnote{108} Id. at 146.
\footnote{109} Id.
allow minors to leave a will concerning their digital assets or other property, an executor would be required to distribute or delete the assets according to a minor’s wishes expressed in her testamentary instrument.

As discussed above, several states in adopting RUFADDA expressly mentioned that the act covered those who had been appointed guardians of a minor in order to petition for access to digital assets.110 Guardians have the authority to consent to property transactions of a minor, and thus presumably have the authority to consent to disclosure of digital assets after a minor’s death. RUFADDA does not change the commonly accepted role of a guardian in managing the property of a minor or the executor’s role in managing a minor’s estate that would be inherited by a minor’s parents.

State law controls minors’ property rights and decides which property arrangements will be the default. Guardianship rules have long provided protection to minors’ property until they reach an age of majority. By granting minors the right to devise digital assets, guardianships are not altered. Guardianships would remain the main instrument to help minors manage complex property interests until they reach the age of majority. Allowing the right to devise digital assets would not interfere with existing instruments designed to protect minors’ interests while empowering minors with regard to a form of property that they uniquely have the capacity to understand and value. Many states have replaced the common law guardianship system with a conservatorship.111 Conservators have the same fiduciary obligations as a guardian and still must be appointed by a court, but they have less supervision by the court.112 Functionally, conservatorships and guardianships are very similar.113 A custodianship under the Uniform Transfer to Minors Act was established in order for people to make a gift to a minor without establishing a guardianship or a conservatorship.114 All states have adopted some version of the Uniform Gift for Minors Act or the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act (“UTMA”).115 The UTMA attempts to address a concern that minors mismanage or fail to manage their property and to ensure that a minor will truly benefit from the gift instead of a minor’s guardian.116 Donors may transfer real, personal, tangible, or intangible property to a minor under the

110. See supra notes 16–18 and accompanying text.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Young, supra note 97, § 8:9.
UTMA. The transfer is irrevocable, and the property is properly seen as the minor’s, under the protection of a custodian who is bound by fiduciary duties to care for the property until the minor reaches the age of capacity. Under the UTMA, a donor creates a custodianship for the minor’s behalf, and often a donor names herself as custodian. A court does not supervise a custodianship.

The fourth kind of property management for a minor is a trust. A trusteeship can be established allowing a trustee wide and flexible powers over a minor’s property and allows a donor to put any restrictions she sees fit. Guardians of the property, conservators, custodians, and trustees are all subject to fiduciary duties in managing the property of a minor. Imposing fiduciary duties on anyone who manages the property of a minor gives minors legal rights and protections. Minors can enforce fiduciary duties against their guardians or trustees including their ability to repudiate, ratify, or reclaim property in a transaction.

None of these property arrangements provide for a minor to devise any of the property held on their behalf. For example, state law usually requires that any assets remaining in a custodianship account when a minor dies must be distributed to the minor’s estate. If a minor dies before the age of legal capacity, any property owned by a minor will descend via the laws of intestacy. Intestacy is meant to accomplish the presumed intent of a testator, had he or she executed a will. Minors are treated the same as unmarried individuals without children: property descends to their parents. The property would not return to the donor upon the death of a minor, and the minor, because she lacks capacity, would have no power to control who would take the property.
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117. UNIF. TRANSFERS TO MINORS ACT Prefatory Note (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 1986); Maurer, supra note 116, at 748.
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Thus, as the law currently stands, minors are allowed to own property if the property is gifted, inherited, or if parents do not garnish a minor’s wages. Digital assets should not be treated differently as they are created by a minor. A minor’s creations belong solely to a minor regardless of parental consent, just as assets that are gifted or inherited. As discussed in the next Section, there is little reason to prevent minors from devising their property, especially when it comes to digital assets.

D. Non-Testamentary Acts and Non-Probate Transfers

Succession law allows minors a small degree of control over their assets in two ways: minors may engage in a legal act that shifts their property distribution, and minors can use non-probate transfers in order to effectuate their desires. First, succession law applies the intestacy statute to minors. As a general matter, this means that minors’ parents each take one-half of a minor’s property. If a minor changes her familial status by marrying or having a child, she can change her disposition of property. Under the Uniform Probate Code, if an individual has a spouse, the spouse and surviving parents take. If a minor is married and has one or more children with his spouse, his spouse will take all of the property. If a minor is unmarried but has one or more children, all of the decedent’s property will go to her children. The fact that minors are able to marry before they are able to exercise testamentary intent is another example of the incongruity in the law. Some adults have married or adopted a child solely for the purpose of altering their testamentary disposition under the law. It is harder to overturn a marriage or an adoption than it is to overturn a will. Thus, adults have changed their familial status to bolster their testamentary plan. If we continue to refuse minors testamentary intent, they could be driven to extreme measures in order to devise. It is doubtful that a minor would marry or have
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a child for the sole purpose of altering her testamentary plan, but it remains a possibility in a legal landscape that does not allow minors the right to exercise testamentary capacity but does allow them to marry and have children.

Second, minors can make use of non-probate transfers in order to engage in estate planning and effectuate their desires. If they are able to obtain a life insurance agreement or open a retirement account, a minor can by private contract name a beneficiary to these assets and avoid the state statute that denies them testamentary capacity and dictates how their property will transfer. A minor may also hold title to property in a joint tenancy with right of survivorship, thus ensuring that if a minor died, the other owner of the property would take. When opening a bank account, a minor could open the account with a pay on death contract and name a beneficiary as a contractual matter. Such transfers do not fall under the probate code and can theoretically be accomplished by a minor.\textsuperscript{133}

As it relates to digital assets, a minor could possibly marry or reproduce in order to ensure that her digital assets are transferred to the person they choose. More likely, it is possible that a minor could create some kind of transfer on death agreement with her digital assets or a joint tenancy agreement with another who would have rights of survivorship.\textsuperscript{134} It is unlikely that a minor could create a trust without an appointed guardian for her digital assets because a valid trust requires a trustee to have legal capacity.\textsuperscript{135} Regardless, non-testamentary acts and non-probate transfers are two different ways a minor could alter her estate plan without legal capacity. Although the law protects a minor’s testamentary desires through these limited non-probate transfers, these protections are not enough. A minor’s testamentary intent would be much better served if the law expressly granted a minor legal capacity to execute a valid testamentary document disposing of her digital assets.

III. MINORS’ CAPACITY IN OTHER AREAS OF LAW

Minors’ rights continue to evolve under the common law and state statutes. This Part looks at the changing rights of minors generally and then focuses on minors’ capacity determinations in other areas of the law. In


\textsuperscript{134} People can open digital asset accounts jointly and both be joint users of the account, which would allow the joint user to access the account after the other user’s death. This technique is popular among some couples. See Alia Hoyt, Why Couples Share a Facebook Profile—and Why It Bugs the Rest of Us, HOWSTUFFWORKS (Mar. 23, 2016), https://computer.howstuffworks.com/internet/social-networking/networks/why-couples-share-a-facebook-profile-why-it-bugs-the-rest-us.htm.

certain situations, minors have capacity to make contracts, to have an abortion, to refuse life-sustaining treatment, to work, and to have sex. To the extent minors have a limited right to contract with Internet custodians and make serious, personal health care decisions, they should also have a limited right to succession of digital assets. Digital assets involve both a minor’s right to contract and make personal decisions about the expression of their identity on social media after death. Using the evolution of the law in our treatment of minors, this Part argues that legislation is needed to protect minors’ succession right for the limited purpose of digital assets.

A. CHANGING RIGHTS OF MINORS

Children may not have been classified as “property” of their fathers under the common law, but fathers had expansive powers over their children. A father made determinations regarding a child’s education, religion, and vocational training. Fathers were entitled to the children’s wages. From the beginning of our nation, the law treated children as valuable economic commodities and producers and protected a father’s interest in his children’s labor. If a child left home, a father could sue any person who encouraged the child to leave on the grounds that he was deprived of his child’s earnings. Children made up an important and sizeable part of the workforce in the America colonies. Many of the children who came to the American colonies in the 1700s were orphans or impoverished and did not come voluntarily. In a land without enough labor, children could be indentured or hired out by their fathers to other masters.
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The 1800s brought changes to the legal situation of children. Where they were seen primarily as economic producers in colonial days subject to the custody of their fathers or masters, American courts started recognizing that children had interests of their own to be protected under the law. A father’s favored status under the common law changed gradually as courts considered the interests of a child and adopted rules like the tender years doctrine. As early as 1809, in Prather v. Prather, for example, the court gave custody of a five-year-old girl to her mother instead of her father because it was in the child’s best interest.

Although custody decisions seemed to look at the best interest of the children, the property interests and rights of children did not change. Fathers were still entitled to a child’s wages and earnings under the common law. A father could bring an action against an employer for a child’s wages directly. In return, fathers were expected to support children and provide protection.

Today, an individual can enter into the workplace at a much younger age than an individual can enter into a binding contract or have the ability to independently control the wages earned from employment. The Fair Labor Standards Act prevents children from working under 16 in a formal position, but there are exceptions for agricultural, entertainment, or family business employment as well as informal positions such as babysitting. It also limits the employment of minors under age 16 in hazardous occupations. State laws vary in placing fewer or more restrictions on children working.
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In many states, parents are still entitled to the wages minors earn from their employment in return for the parent’s support and maintenance of the child.154 As a practical matter, this means that a parent’s creditor may reach a child’s wages to pay the parent’s debt.155 A parent may relinquish a child’s wages to protect them from a creditor.156 There is a fine balance between property owned by a minor and property earned by a minor but owned by his parents. In one case, for example, a court held that parents had relinquished their rights to their son’s earnings when the son had purchased a car with those earnings.157 If a parent knows about a child’s employment, permits the employment to continue, and does not garnish the child’s wages, the child will own those wages.158

A child may be emancipated by a judicial order, which ends the obligation of a parent to support a child and allows a child the right to contract and manage her own property without limitation.159 Depending on state law, marriage or military service may produce emancipation as a matter of law.160 Oftentimes, child actors and athletes take advantage of emancipation in order to have control over their wages and earnings.161

In the last 40 years, the law has continued to adjust to the changing rights of children. In 1979, the Supreme Court held that a child is protected by the Constitution and has constitutional rights to enforce, thus expanding the protections of the common law into a constitutional law framework.162 As the Court stated in Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth, “[c]onstitutional rights do not mature and come into being magically only when one attains the state-defined age of majority. Minors, as well as adults, are protected by the Constitution and possess constitutional rights.”163 Although the Supreme Court has declared that children have constitutional
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rights, the rights are applied “with sensitivity and flexibility to the special needs of parents and children.”164

Scholars have advocated for changing capacity standards for minors in various aspects of law.165 Professor Emily Buss’s theory is that children should be able to make their own decisions when they have demonstrated a capacity to initiate choice and the potential harm arising from the choice is minimal.166 She argues that allowing children decisional autonomy will increase their “decision[-]making skills,” enhance their sense of “identity,” and “increase their competence” as citizens who have rights in the future.167 Having developmentally aware children, in turn, benefits society.

The rights of children continue to develop on the world stage as well. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child promulgated a standard that “assure[d] the child who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child.”168 The United States has failed to ratify this Convention because of concerns that it might endanger parental rights.169 As we will see in this Part, state courts apply a similar concept of “age appropriate” standards for minors’ rights. A similar standard needs to be applied to minors’ property interests, especially when it comes to digital assets.

B. INFANCY DOCTRINE AS APPLIED TO DIGITAL ASSETS

Perhaps one of the closest legal doctrines to testamentary capacity is contractual capacity. Minors’ ability to contract is significant to their ownership of digital assets for several reasons. First, one creates digital assets pursuant to a contract. Social media and email accounts exist pursuant to a contract that minors have to agree to in order to use the platform.170 As we saw above, the law grants minors contractual capacity.171 Certain exceptions exist, but, generally, a minor has the ability to contract but can disaffirm a contract under the infancy doctrine.172
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Recent instances of the infancy doctrine in the world of online contracting demonstrate a shifting conception of minors and their ability to contract online. Where minors try to disaffirm a contract in online contracting cases, courts are less willing to allow it, especially if a minor has obtained a benefit from their use of the online platform.\(^{173}\) Although cases are few, courts that have confronted the issue of minors contracting online have considered minors more capable of protecting themselves by making wise decisions in the online marketplace.\(^{174}\) In *A.V. v. iParadigms*, four minors sued iParadigms for copyright infringement of their work submitted on its anti-plagiarism software.\(^{175}\) Each of the minors were required by their teacher to submit their papers through iParadigm’s program.\(^{176}\) The minors assented to the terms of service agreement but added written disclaimers on their submitted papers.\(^{177}\) They later sought to void the contract by asserting the infancy doctrine.\(^{178}\) The court held that the students could not disaffirm the contract because they retained the benefits of using the program, namely a graded submitted paper as required by their teachers.\(^{179}\) The court strictly applied the infancy doctrine and saw any use of the online platform as a benefit to the minor.

Similarly, in *C.M.D. v. Facebook Inc.*, a court dismissed a case brought by minors alleging that Facebook could not use their likeness in advertisements because they had not legally entered into a contract with Facebook.\(^{180}\) The court found that the minors had continued to use Facebook after filing suit and therefore manifested an intention not to disaffirm the contract.\(^{181}\) Again, the benefit of using social media was enough to prevent minors from disaffirming under the infancy doctrine. A federal court followed suit in *E.K.D. ex rel. Dawes v. Facebook, Inc.*, finding that minors who were alleging privacy violations could not disaffirm a contract with Facebook, because they retained the benefits of the contract by using the platform.\(^{182}\)

If such interpretations continue, it would be difficult for any minor to void a contract with online providers because they would have had to use the
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service in order to have a claim. Courts’ hesitation to apply the infancy doctrine to online service agreements demonstrates an assumption that minors do have the requisite capacity to contract online because of their familiarity with the services rendered. For example, in the cases involving Facebook, the courts assume that the minors are capable of understanding that they have a contract with Facebook and that they receive a benefit in the form of being a Facebook member. The infancy doctrine is one that is meant to protect minors, but courts’ decisions do not reflect the idea that minors are in need of protection, because minors understand what it means to use online platforms. Minors may not understand the contractual repercussions of using an online service, but courts are unwilling to allow minors to use online services and then later disaffirm the agreement. In this way, courts hold minors to the same standard as adults. The contract stands.

Because courts have been upholding contracts between minors and online companies, it stands to reason that if a minor contracts with a company for the disposal of his or her assets at death that his instructions will control the distribution. Popular platforms such as Google and Facebook allow account holders to designate what should happen to their accounts when they die. Such designations are part of the contractual agreement between an account holder and a company. These contractual provisions are an encouraging demonstration of companies honoring the testamentary wishes and desires of their clients, in accordance with the aims of succession law.

Contracts controlling the disposition of goods are non-probate transfers and thus a minor is not required to have capacity under succession law to enter into such a contract. A minor’s ability to contract, in conjunction with courts’ hesitation to allow disaffirmance, should encourage courts to uphold a contract after death for minors, even if that contract has a testamentary purpose. Digital asset companies could thus circumvent legal capacity age requirements and give minors more control over their assets by enacting some kind of contractual way to dispose of the assets upon death. Although this seems like a tempting solution to the problem of minors’ succession rights over their digital assets, it puts a minor at the mercy of a digital asset provider. Many online providers of digital assets do not provide this service as part of their contractual agreement, so the only way for minors to dispose of the assets would be through a testamentary document for which they would need legal capacity to execute. In addition, even if the companies do provide a contractual way to distribute digital assets at death, a minor would be wholly

---
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dependent on the method, scope, and rules established by the company. A minor could not opt out of those rules like an adult can under RUFADAA.187

The infancy doctrine will continue to evolve as minors enter into contracts with online companies. Our doctrine concerning minors’ testamentary capacity should follow the example of digital contracting. Minors are able to enter into these contracts and they are enforceable. If minors have the capacity to enter into enforceable contracts concerning their digital assets, they should also have the capacity to choose what happens to these assets upon their death. Although testamentary capacity and contractual capacity are historically different, they are remarkably similar in substance. A minor has the ability to understand she is entering into a contract, consenting to the terms, and receiving a benefit that bars her from disaffirming it in the future. A minor also has the ability to understand she is executing a will that will transfer her digital assets upon death.

C. MATURE MINOR DOCTRINE AS APPLIED TO DIGITAL ASSETS

Healthcare decision-making is another area that shows the evolving capacity doctrine of minors. Under the common law, minors are incapable of giving consent for medical treatment or refusing medical treatment.188 A parent or legal guardian makes medical decisions for a minor.189 There are a number of exceptions in many states for certain medical conditions. Minors, for example, can receive treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, substance abuse, and mental health disorders without parental permission.190 In addition, minors may obtain contraceptives or pregnancy tests without parental consent.191 Some states have enacted what are called “mature minor” statutes.192 These statutes allow minors who show they are mature to consent to some medical procedures. A finding of “maturity” in this context is very much like a finding of capacity. The statutes do not define what it means to be “mature.” Individual judges and/or doctors in the case at hand make a determination of what it means to have mature judgment.

Minors’ rights and capacity took a constitutional turn when courts considered whether minors could obtain an abortion without parental consent. In Planned Parenthood v. Danforth, a Missouri law required written
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consent of a parent for a minor under the age of 18 to obtain an abortion.\textsuperscript{193} The Supreme Court held this statute unconstitutional because it allowed parents power to prohibit a minor from obtaining a constitutionally-protected abortion.\textsuperscript{194} Similarly, in \textit{Bellotti v. Baird}, a Massachusetts statute prohibited a minor from obtaining an abortion without the consent of both parents. If consent could not be obtained, a minor could petition a judge to grant permission “for good cause shown.”\textsuperscript{195} The Supreme Court issued two plurality opinions on the case. Justice Powell held that the statute violated minors’ constitutional right to an abortion because it allowed a judge to withhold consent from a mature minor and did not provide an avenue for a minor to seek a judicial hearing without first obtaining parental consent.\textsuperscript{196} Justice Stevens held that the statute was unconstitutional for the same reason it was unconstitutional in \textit{Planned Parenthood v. Danforth}—it gave the right to forbid an abortion to a third party.\textsuperscript{197}

States have followed Justice Powell’s opinions in formulating statutes concerning minors’ obtaining abortions. Statutes must provide some kind of procedure for minors to bypass parental consent in which a minor can petition a court or other neutral body like an administrative agency. A court must consent to an abortion if it finds that a minor “is mature enough and well enough informed” or if an abortion would be in her best interest.\textsuperscript{198} Although many courts leave this concept of maturity undefined, some state courts have attempted to give further context. The Kansas Court of Appeals, for example, instructed courts to determine whether a minor has “the intellectual capacity, experience, and knowledge necessary to substantially understand the situation at hand and the consequences of the choices that can be made.”\textsuperscript{199} At its root, the test for maturity is very much like the test for testamentary capacity. Both question whether a minor understands what she is doing and whether she has the information and judgment to make an informed and voluntary decision.

The mature minor doctrine thus allows courts to bypass parental permission if a minor convinces a court that she is mature enough to grant her own informed consent to the procedure. The Supreme Court has required this capacity determination for minors seeking an abortion because obtaining an abortion is a constitutional right.\textsuperscript{200} Similarly, the right to devise property is presumably protected as a constitutional right. In \textit{Hodel v. Irving}, the Supreme Court considered a congressional act that prohibited Native
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Americans from devising shares of their land. The Court found “that the right to pass on valuable property to one’s heirs is itself a valuable right,” which “has been part of the Anglo-American legal system since feudal times” and “total abrogation of the right to pass property is unprecedented and likely unconstitutional.” States’ constitutions also protect the right to devise property. The right to an abortion and the right to devise property are protected by the Constitution and should be treated similarly when it comes to assessing minors’ capacity. Allowing some kind of bypass to consider whether a minor understands the legal acts she is taking promotes the integrity of the constitutional rights at stake. As discussed above, succession laws provide this case-by-case determination in the concept of testamentary capacity, which can be employed to assess whether a minor devising digital assets understood the repercussions of such actions. Consent from a parent or guardian should not be necessary when a right protected by the Constitution is at issue.

Another area of medical decision-making that is informative for our digital assets discussion is the treatment of a minor’s desire to end life-sustaining medical treatment. Adults use what we call living wills or advance directives to make their intent known regarding life support and other life sustaining measures. If an adult formally executes a document stating her wishes about medical treatment at death or appointing someone to make those decisions, physicians are required to follow them. Because minors lack legal capacity, they cannot execute a living will. Nonetheless, some courts have applied the mature minor doctrine in end of life decisions. For example, in In re Swan, a court found that a 17-year-old minor could decide to refuse further treatment for his condition. In re E.G., a court found that a minor was mature enough to refuse a blood transfusion that could save his life. The trial court judges were able to consider evidence in these cases about whether the child was fully informed, including the minor’s own testimony. In two other cases where a minor refused a blood transfusion, the court found that the minors did not have the “maturity” to reject life-sustaining treatments.
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No matter which way the court came out, the process of the courts' decision-making is significant. The question was always about whether the minor in his or her individual situation had the capacity to decide to die and refuse life-sustaining treatments. A minor’s life is at issue, and even so, courts do not apply a blanket rule depriving these minors of legal capacity to make the decision. Instead, courts seriously consider whether a minor can make this decision for herself—courts hear testimony, consider the issues and facts of the specific case, and rule whether a minor had capacity.\footnote{In re Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr., 557 N.Y.S.2d at 243; O.G., 790 S.W.2d at 842.} This same model should be applied in deciding whether a minor had testamentary capacity to devise his or her digital assets. The stakes do not get much higher than deciding whether to continue life sustaining treatments. If we are willing to apply the mature minor doctrine in health care decisions, we should also apply the doctrine to testamentary decisions regarding digital assets. Both relate to extremely personal decisions regarding identity and expression. Honoring a minors’ intent after death regarding the identity she has created through her digital assets shows respect for her dignity and autonomy that the law has granted in medical decision-making cases.

D. Capacity to Consent to Sex and Marriage

In many states, the law grants capacity to minors to marry before it grants capacity to devise digital assets. Similar to testamentary rights, the common law historically granted consent to minors to marry earlier than the law allows today.\footnote{Erin K. Jackson, Addressing the Inconsistency Between Statutory Rape Laws and Underage Marriage: Abolishing Early Marriage and Removing the Spousal Exemption to Statutory Rape, 85 UMKC L. REV. 343, 347–48 (2017).} While 18 is still the age minors may consent to marry without parental permission, most states allow marriage between 16 and 17 with parental consent, and allow minors to marry younger in special circumstances with judicial approval.\footnote{Todres, supra note 11, at 1143–44; see, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 25.05.171(b) (2016) (allowing a minor to marry as early as 14 if parents consent or if a judge finds that it is in the best interest of the child over the objection of the parents).} As discussed above, once a minor marries intestacy law will control in the event of a minor’s death giving a large portion or even all of the decedent’s property to her spouse.\footnote{UNIF. PROB. CODE § 2-102 (UNIF. LAW COMM’N 2010); see supra notes 129–30 and accompanying text.} Marriage, then, becomes the only way to sidestep the lack of capacity for a minor to make a will. Marrying an individual should not be the only way a minor can ensure that property goes to his or her spouse. Under the common law, once a minor marries, she is considered emancipated and thus has legal capacity to make a will and...
manage and own property. Many states have codified this common law doctrine.

Underage marriages are a glaring example of the incongruity of the law when it comes to capacity. It shows that courts and legislatures believe that minors have some sort of capacity that should be honored before they turn 18. We should apply this to a determination that minors have legal capacity to at least devise digital assets in the event of their death. Allowing a minor to marry before allowing a minor to devise is not sound policy.

Statutory rape laws provide another interesting piece of the puzzle when it comes to minors’ capacity. In most states, minors cannot consent to sex, no matter express consent or conduct that indicates otherwise. A partner who has sex with a minor is guilty of statutory rape. The only exception, of course, is if the minor marries his or her partner with parental consent. Jurisdictions do not permit a defendant to argue that he or she mistakenly believed the minor was older. Minors, however, consent to sex with peers without criminal charges being brought all the time. Some states have altered statutory rape laws to not apply where minors are peers. The larger the gap in age, the more likely there will be a finding of statutory rape. This is more of an issue of undue influence than capacity. We perceive that an older partner is taking advantage of a younger partner. Nonetheless, in certain situations, a minor does have the consent or at least will not be punished for engaging in sexual activities with a peer if he or she demonstrates capacity to make this decision.

If a minor has capacity to marry, to have sex, and to have an abortion, it does not seem unreasonable to grant minors capacity to make a testamentary devise. Devising digital assets involve the same exercises of autonomy, personhood, and dignity involved in allowing minors to marry, have sex, or have an abortion. The law gives minors capacity in these serious and personal
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situations and shows its willingness to allow minors to engage in the legal act of making a will as well, at least for the limited purpose of devising digital assets.

IV. Succession Law Safeguards Minors

Under the law, minors lack or have diminished capacity to make legal decisions. The Supreme Court has recognized that the law must accommodate minors because of “the peculiar vulnerability of children; their inability to make critical decisions in an informed, mature manner; and the importance of the parental role in child rearing.” Capacity laws of minors are meant to protect them and ensure that scheming adults do not take advantage of a child’s vulnerability, naiveté, or ignorance. This is a paramount policy concern of capacity, but using an age limit for testamentary capacity is an inadequate way to ensure that the law honors an individual’s desire concerning property. Succession law has adopted a better way to ensure freedom of succession for individuals who may have a diminished mental capacity through its doctrines of testamentary capacity, undue influence, and slayer rules. Applying the common law rules of testamentary capacity, undue influence, and slayer rules to minors’ digital assets will protect a minor’s interests and promote freedom of succession.

Applying the principles of succession law would better protect the interests of minors and provide a solution more closely tailored to the situation presented. Succession law safeguards minors’ interests and addresses concerns about minors’ perceived vulnerabilities. The next section addresses the testamentary capacity standard that minors would need to satisfy in order to distribute digital assets at their deaths.

A. Testamentary Capacity

In order to enter into a valid testamentary instrument, an individual must have testamentary capacity. The capacity standard for executing a testamentary instrument is intentionally low to encourage freedom of succession. It is lower than the capacity to enter into a contract. Capacity is required at the time of the execution of the will. If a testamentary instrument is executed with proper formalities, then a presumption of capacity arises in most states and under the Uniform Probate Code. This presumption can be overcome by showing that the testator was not aware of
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what he was doing at the time he executed his will. In order to execute a testamentary instrument an individual

[M]ust be capable of knowing and understanding in a general way the nature and extent of his or her property, the natural objects of his or her bounty, and the disposition that he or she is making of that property, and must also be capable of relating these elements to one another and forming an orderly desire regarding the disposition of the property.225

A totality of circumstances approach applies in determining whether a certain factor gives rise to a lack of testamentary capacity when an individual executed a testamentary document.226 Testators who are suffering from physical illness, mental illness, or who are eccentric are still held to have capacity if at the time of execution they were aware of what they were doing and to whom they were giving their property.227 Courts have found testators lacked testamentary capacity in situations where they were disoriented because of disease or old age and lacked the ability to comprehend they were engaging in a testamentary act.228 Old age or diseases are not determinative factors; courts have been clear “that old age, feebleness, forgetfulness, filthy personal habits, personal eccentricities, failure to recognize old friends or relatives, physical disability, absent-mindedness and mental confusion do not furnish grounds for holding that a testator lacked testamentary capacity.”229

The test for testamentary capacity is a substantive one that looks to a testator’s ability to understand that she is committing a legal act that will have effect to
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distribute her property when she dies. Age is not determinative in this analysis, but of course can be a factor in assessing a testator’s ability to know the nature and extent of her property and the disposition she is making.

In regards to digital assets, minors could easily meet the substantive standard for testamentary capacity. Age would not be determinative in the analysis but could be a factor in assessing whether a minor truly knew the nature and extent of his digital assets. In most cases, minors know the nature and extent of what they have posted on social media or in their email accounts. They understand that their families and friends are the natural objects of their bounty. Minors understand digital assets in a way that even their parents perhaps do not understand. Minors are digital natives, and they have grown up with email and social networking as part of their every-day life. Many minors today probably had their first picture posted on social media when they were babies. Minors who are using digital assets will most likely be capable of understanding that they are making a disposition of digital assets in the event of their death. They are capable of understanding that if they die they can choose to have their accounts deleted or transferred. Lastly, they are able to make a plan for an orderly disposition of their digital assets at death. Their capacity should be presumed if they properly execute a testamentary document expressing their wishes for their digital asset accounts. The presumption, of course, is rebuttable. If evidence shows that a particular minor did not have the ability to understand what he or she was doing when she made a testamentary disposition concerning digital assets, then her intention as expressed in her testamentary document will be invalid and the laws of intestacy will control.

A presumption of testamentary capacity balances the interests of a deceased minor and her parents who may want access or control of the accounts at their child’s death. If parents can show that their child was too young, sick, or distraught to understand what she was doing when she executed a testamentary document controlling her digital assets, then the document will be invalidated. Testamentary capacity ensures that if a testator is suffering from mental distress or illness that causes him to not understand what he is doing when executing a will, the execution will be invalid. If a minor’s parents are unable to make that showing of incapacity, then under succession law, minors’ digital asset accounts should be treated like an adult’s digital asset accounts and the intent of the individual should be honored. A
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minor, like an adult, should be able to choose whether she wants the accounts deleted upon her death or devised to parents, friends, or other family members. A rebuttable presumption of testamentary intent provides the needed protection that the law requires for minors and respects the role of parents.

Testamentary capacity is an intentionally low standard. It aims to protect those who are unable to understand that they are engaging in a legal act that will dispose of their property when they die. A fact dependent analysis is more helpful in assessing whether an individual has that understanding regarding her digital assets than an arbitrary age. It makes no more sense to deny capacity to those under 18 years old than it would be to deny capacity to those over age 90. Age is irrelevant in the determination of actual testamentary capacity. The true test is whether an individual knew he was engaging in a testamentary act that would have legal effect at his death. Someone who is emotionally or mentally distraught may not be able to satisfy this standard in light of available evidence. Their age, be it 13, 33, 63 or 93 does not have a bearing on the analysis. Only a case-by-case analysis of the individual’s capacity fairly assesses whether they meet the standard imposed by succession law.

B. UNDUE INFLUENCE, FRAUD, AND SLAYER RULES

Like testamentary capacity, the doctrine of undue influence would provide protection for minors who may have had testamentary capacity when they executed a testamentary document but were nonetheless unduly influenced by another. Undue influence invalidates a testamentary instrument if it is shown that the desire of a testator was overcome and replaced by the desires of another and for their benefit. The Restatement standard of undue influence requires a showing of a confidential relationship and suspicious circumstances. Once this is met, a proponent of a will is required to overcome the presumption of undue influence by evidence of good faith. The doctrine of undue influence is aimed at protecting vulnerable elderly or sick individuals from those who would exploit them. Thus, the doctrine of undue influence is already tailored to assuage any concerns about minors’ vulnerability. Undue influence tries to protect those who are susceptible to manipulation. In the case of a minor, the confidential relationships in question encompass a variety of individuals who could possibly take advantage of a minor’s good will in a testamentary disposition.
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Trustees, custodians, doctors, teachers, siblings, relatives, lovers, friends, or even parents, could unduly influence a minor for nefarious ends. If such a situation exists, the doctrine of undue influence invalidates a will. The doctrine aims to protect the minors’ heirs under the law and attempts to effectuate the true intent of a testator by applying intestacy laws instead of the intent of an undue influencer.

Undue influence is hardly a sleek doctrine of law that guarantees a just outcome. It is not a perfect solution to address concerns of others taking advantage of minors. Courts are inconsistent in their definitions of what constitutes undue influence, and it is very difficult to predict whether a court will find undue influence in a certain case. Oftentimes, undue influence findings are reflective of the court’s view of the appropriateness of a challenged relationship than whether the testator was unduly influenced. As juries determine whether an individual was vulnerable and taken advantage of by an interloper, social norms and behaviors take center stage in the determination. For example, until recently, courts found wills in which individuals gave property to a same-sex partner to be products of undue influence because the family objected to the testator’s relationship and juries found such relationships “unnatural.” Unsurprisingly, several scholars have attacked the doctrine as one that is repressive, keeps wealth in families, and fails to help a testator during his life.

In a legal landscape where legislators are wary of giving minors the legal capacity to execute a will, perhaps the undue influence doctrine will mitigate their concerns. Parents will likely be more successful in contesting a minors’ will as a product of undue influence if a minor has devised digital assets to someone with whom he or she engaged in socially inappropriate or illegal activities. For example, if a minor devises digital assets to an adult with whom he or she is having sexual relations, it is likely that such a conveyance would be struck down under undue influence. Moreover, in the realm of digital assets, there is less fear that the monetary value of the digital assets will motivate litigation. The broader concerns about the efficacy or impact of undue influence are not as relevant to minors’ digital asset succession.

The law of succession also invalidates a will if it is shown to be procured by fraud or duress. Undue influence is distinguishable from fraud because undue influence does not require a material misrepresentation or omission.
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of fact.240 If a testator executes a will due to misrepresentations, courts would overturn the testamentary document because of fraud.241 Likewise, if a testator executes a will under threat of a wrongful act, courts would overturn the testamentary document because of duress.242 Both of these doctrines protect the intent of a testator and ensure that misrepresentation or threats do not limit freedom of disposition. These doctrines will serve to protect a minor’s interests and a minors’ testamentary intent. This may be especially relevant in the world of digital assets as minors are confronted with fraud or threats of predatory adults who use the Internet as a platform to give themselves access to minors. If there is any evidence of acts that would be threatening to minors, a disposition to those individuals involved would not be upheld. Again, the doctrines of succession law serve to protect the testamentary intent of testators, no matter their age, if there is some kind of wrongdoing that influenced their disposition.

If our policy denying minors’ succession rights is to protect children from harm, from disreputable adults, and from unwise decisions, then policy interests favor granting minors succession rights and challenging suspicious circumstances under the doctrine of undue influence. Undue influence takes care to show that an individual is not harmed, not vulnerable to scheming adults, and not making unwise decisions because of the coercion of someone else. Granting minors succession rights will not harm children; rather, they will be enabled to act more autonomously. Honoring minors’ intent regarding their digital assets grants them a measure of protection under the law and demonstrates respect for carrying out their intent after their death. If there is some indication of coercion, interference, or bizarre collusion, the doctrines of undue influence, fraud, or duress can be applied to protect the minors’ interests.

Testamentary intent and undue influence do not yet apply to minors’ succession rights because as explained above, the law imposes an age requirement to have legal capacity to execute a will. There are other doctrines in succession law, however, that limit an individual’s right to inherit from someone that they abused, deserted, or failed to support regardless of age.243
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These limits are often applied to children who mistreat their parents but also apply to parents who mistreat their minor children. The law of succession attempts to effectuate the intent of a minor decedent by prohibiting parents who abandon, fail to care for, or do not maintain custody of their children to inherit under intestacy. In a New Jersey case, for example, a court did not allow a mother to inherit $1 million the state had paid to her son’s estate because the court found she had abused and neglected her son. New Jersey then passed legislation to statutorily prohibit a parent who had abused or neglected a child from inheriting from their child. Similarly, in an unpublished decision in Kentucky, a court found that a father had willfully abandoned his two minor children and thus did not have a right to inherit from his children. Laws that prevent abusive or absent parents from inheriting from their children are a step in the right direction, but do not entirely address the problems that result from refusing to allow minors to decide what happens to their digital property at death.

Standards for abandonment or abuse vary from state to state and may not provide the results a child would have wanted. For example, in In the Matter of the Estate of Michael D. Fisher, II, a parent inherited from his 15-year-old son even though he had a distant relationship with his son. The father had not seen his son in the last four years before the child’s death, and a court had forbidden him from having unsupervised time with the child until he completed an anger management class. Perhaps this is not what the 15-year-old would have intended, but under current law the boy had no way to legally indicate his intent that would be honored by the courts. Similarly, in In re Estate of Fuller, the court found that a parent who had regular visitation with his teenage daughter was allowed to inherit from her estate, even though his daughter did not want to see him on multiple occasions. Whether a parent abandoned or deserted a child is a determination that the probate court has
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to make, and as these cases demonstrate, is usually muddied by family
dynamics and distrust between parents.252

Succession law prohibits parents who are guilty of misconduct from
inheriting from their children in order to protect the presumed intent of a
minor. Presumably, a child who was abandoned, abused, or even killed by
their parents would not want their parents to inherit. This presumption,
however, is inadequate to protect the true intent of a minor, because a minor’s
testamentary intent likely depends on a myriad of factors that may not be
readily apparent to a probate judge. The only way to be certain that the law is
safeguarding testamentary intent is to allow minors to execute a testamentary
document. Minors will be able to choose for themselves whether a parent is
worthy of their assets.

In addition, the slayer rules in succession law prevent a person who
feloniously kills another from inheriting from the decedent.253 The law does
not distinguish between whether a decedent is an adult or a minor and applies
the same rule to both. This includes a parent who causes the death of a minor
and a minor who causes the death of a parent.254 The slayer rule is based on
the underlying theory that an individual should not benefit from wrongdoing
as well as a belief that a decedent would not intend to give her property to her
murderer.255 Most states have adopted legislation to prevent a slayer from
inheriting.256 In Matter of Demesyeux, a woman murdered her children but was
not held criminally liable due to a successful insanity defense.257 Even though
no criminal conviction occurred, the court still found that she could not
inherit from her children because she killed them.258 Slayer statutes usually
require intent to kill—mere negligence does not satisfy the standard. For
example, in Carrasco v. State, an Arizona court held that a mother could inherit
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from her child even though the mother’s negligence in failing to seek medical attention for the child caused the child’s death.\textsuperscript{259} Without the required intent to kill, the slayer statute does not apply. The slayer rules and unworthy heir doctrine apply equally to minors and demonstrate a willingness in the law to honor a minors’ testamentary intent in extraordinary circumstances. The same respect should be given to a minor’s testamentary wishes concerning digital assets.

The slayer statute may be especially important to ensuring minors’ digital assets are protected if a parent murders a child. In this situation, a child’s digital assets could serve as evidence against a parent for prior abuse or neglect of the child. It would be troubling to allow an abusive or murderous parent to access or delete their children’s digital assets. The slayer rule potentially prevents a parent in that situation from legally accessing those digital assets. Like testamentary capacity and undue influence, slayer statutes are protective in nature. Succession law applies and could continue to apply to minors in order to ensure that courts and families carry out their dispositive decisions after their deaths.

Succession principles protect minors in a more tailored and case-specific manner than does a specific age requirement. If state law applies succession law to minors, succession law will ensure that only those minors who understand their legal act will have capacity. Principles such as undue influence, slayer rules, and unworthy heirs mitigate concerns that parents, guardians, or anyone in a confidential relationship may take advantage of a child’s good will. Just as we apply these doctrines to adults, who have capacity but may be weakened intellectually, these doctrines can apply to minors in order to prevent others from taking advantage of them. We could apply succession laws to respect minors’ property interests in digital assets.

V. POLICY INTERESTS FAVOR DIGITAL ASSET SUCESSION

Maturity is a positivist legal construction that has common law roots but is ultimately a malleable concept that changes depending on the issue at hand and supporting policies. As a cultural construct, maturity needs to be reassessed when circumstances change. This Article argues that the legal capacity standard to devise digital assets should be reassessed because of our changing technological world and minors’ fluency in understanding their digital assets. Currently, scholars are engaging in a broader reexamination of children’s rights in our nation. Some advocate for a higher age to be applied in certain circumstances and some favor a lower age.\textsuperscript{260} Digital assets succession for minors is an area where the law is sorely outdated and has failed
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to keep up with technology and cultural norms. Very little scholarship, if any, has considered this important point. We have seen a variety of different standards for minors in this Article, and of course, there are many more circumstances in civil and criminal law where a minors’ capacity is an issue. Reconciling the many different capacity standards given in the law is beyond the scope of this Article but we can use those capacity standards to see how the law accommodates changing cultural norms.

The age of maturity does not need to be the same for all purposes. As we have seen above, the law treats minors as adults in certain contexts. In other circumstances, the law creates different ages for majority such as the legal drinking age of 21, the legal smoking age of 21, and the legal age to operate a motor vehicle of 16. All of these determinations are all dependent on various policies promoting the well-being, health, and safety of minors as well as the demands of living in a modern society.

Minority determinations are state-specific and should continue to be, as this has always been the purview of state legislation. Although some have argued that minors’ testamentary rights should be more generally revamped and adjusted to the demands of a modern world, this Article has focused on a minor’s ability to devise digital assets. The policies to allow digital asset devises may very well apply to broader property interests but are especially salient in a digital world. States should amend their respective Digital Asset Acts or pass a digital assets act that allows minors to devise their assets as long as the minors have testamentary capacity. Minors would not be disqualified because of their age. This will protect those minors who elect to preserve or destroy their digital assets and honor their desires.

A different rule makes sense for digital property because digital property itself is a new form of property interest that will always be a part of minors’ lives. Minors understand how to use it, what it is, and how to manage it perhaps better than their parents do. We are in the process of defining what kind of property interests we have in our email, social networking, pictures, texts, and online accounts. As we contemplate the rights that individuals have in their digital assets, we should also contemplate extending those rights to minors. The law needs to accommodate the reality of children owning
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digital assets and protect their interests at death. A majority of states have passed RUFADAA, and amending this Act to include the right of minors to devise is a logical extension. One of the rationalizations not allowing minors under age 18 to have legal capacity is that they are unable to make the best decisions regarding their property. As we have seen, this rationalization is a remnant of the common law that still does not allow children to manage property.267 Digital property is different because children know much more about creating, managing, and deleting digital assets.

Digital property is also different because of the power it allows minors to express their identity and develop their autonomy. As we have seen above, the law recognized minors as having sufficient autonomy to make serious life decisions.268 Allowing testamentary devise of digital assets would complete that recognition of minors’ capacity and provide dignitary respect by the law.

If a minor does not go to the effort of creating a will, our intestacy statutes will transfer their assets to their parents. However, if a minor has expressed his or her testamentary intent for her digital assets, the law should honor that intent no matter the age of a minor.

A. BEST INTEREST OF CHILD

The law regarding children is based on the principle that the best interests of the child control. Many factors come into play when we try to determine the best interest of a child and among them are protecting children from harm and preserving the stability of the family unit.269 As we consider the property rights that a minor should have in his or her digital assets and any testamentary control over those assets, this principle should be in the forefront of our minds. By denying minors the right to devise, we are benefitting their parents rather than the minors themselves. The law favors freedom of succession—honoring a minor’s right to devise the digital assets to someone else or only one parent or to delete them entirely is in the best interest of minors.

There is no denying that many minors would meet the low standard of testamentary capacity required under succession law, especially as it relates to digital assets, and we must ask whether we are protecting children from harm in denying them the right to control their digital assets after death. Because the testamentary question only arises when the child has died, there is no further harm from which to protect the child. Honoring a minor’s testamentary wishes certainly can do no harm to the minor who has died. In fact, there may be evidence of harm done to the child that could be uncovered
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through an examination of a minor’s digital assets. Just like adults, if there is
evidence of foul play or suspicious circumstances regarding a death, the
adult’s digital assets could most likely be subpoenaed and examined.

One of the first states to address the digital assets of minors was
Virginia.270 A minor had committed suicide and parents requested Facebook
to allow them access to their child’s account. Facebook refused. The minor’s
parents then sought legislative action to require Facebook to release their
son’s Facebook page.271 Virginia passed legislation to accommodate parents
seeking access to their child’s account.272 Virginia has since adopted the
Uniform Act, which applies to everyone’s digital assets, not just minors.273 By
enacting the Uniform Act and repealing the previous Act, it is again unclear
in Virginia whether parents may insist on obtaining access to their deceased
child’s digital assets if the terms of service agreement forbids access. The law
requires an express statement of consent by the decedent and it is unknown
whether minors will be able to grant this permission during their lives or
whether parents can do so on behalf of their children after their children’s
death.

Granting minors legal capacity to devise digital assets will not necessarily
change the outcome in a significant number of cases for several reasons. First,
if we can use adults as a comparison, only 50% of adults exercise their right
to devise property.274 Perhaps minors would not exercise their right to devise
property, and so parents would still take under intestacy statutes and be able
to access their assets under RUFADAA.275 Second, if a minor devised her
digital assets to someone else under suspicious circumstances, there would be

---
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The danger of this exception would be that the leading causes of death for children aged five to fourteen, those who would most reasonably be able to manifest testamentary capacity, are accidents and unintentional injuries.\textsuperscript{277} Oftentimes, accidents will have some sort of foul play, which would open the door to overriding a minor’s testamentary intent. In order to honor a minor’s testamentary intent as well as provide exceptions when necessary, a parent challenging a minor’s intent should be required to show that there is a reasonable nexus between a minor’s digital assets and learning about the suspicious circumstances of the child’s death. For example, just because a child dies in a car accident, does not mean that the child loses their right to devise. Parents would need to show why it was necessary to ignore a minor’s testamentary intent in the specific situation. In situations where a minor killed himself or was murdered, parents would have a presumption that they could access a minor’s digital assets accounts, unless of course, one of the parents was the perpetrator. As we saw above, there are situations where murder allows the court to depart from the will of a testator.\textsuperscript{278} The slayer statutes forbid murderers from inheriting from their victims based on the idea that a victim never would have intended to bequeath to his murderer.\textsuperscript{279} A case-by-case analysis would resolve a situation where a minor died due to murder or suicide and where the parents needed answers from his digital asset accounts in order to protect other children from similar harm. Granting minors legal capacity to devise digital assets does not harm their interests.

There may be resistance to granting minors legal capacity to dispose of digital assets at death simply out of a concern that doing so undermines parental control and authority and then disrupts a family unit. A minor’s right to devise digital assets is hardly an interference with parenting, as the right will only be exercised if a child unexpectedly dies.

\textbf{B. Self Determination}

The decision about a minor’s capacity comes down to how far parental authority extends in certain matters. In the situation of devising digital assets, a minor may be able to demonstrate testamentary capacity and therefore legally exercise this authority herself without threat of damaging her interests. If there are concerns about a minors’ ability to make sound decisions, succession law provides various mechanisms to address those concerns on a case-by-case basis.

Age limits on the right to devise are arbitrary and random and do not easily translate into the digital realm. Lowering the age limit of legal capacity would produce the same problem of failing to recognize some minors’
interests when they have demonstrated testamentary capacity. By allowing all minors to devise digital property if they demonstrate testamentary capacity, the law recognizes both the changing nature of property as well as honoring the developmental achievements of minors. If they have the wherewithal to desire a disposition of property and the law applies the proper safeguards through succession law to show that minors meet the minimum capacity requirements, their wills should be upheld unless there are exceptional circumstances. Minors deserve the autonomy of property ownership to symbolize their autonomy of person and to encourage responsible growth and development. Any other result tends to give parents too much authoritarian control over their children, hearkening back to the common law’s understanding that children were property of their fathers.

Allowing minors legal capacity to determine the fate of their digital assets accommodates the changing nature of property in a digital world. Maturity is a cultural conception and the technological proficiency of minors affects our cultural conception. Minors show capacity and maturity over the digital world from a young age, and should be able to manage those accounts as they see fit in the event of their death.

Allowing children the control over their digital assets is a form of emancipation. When a parent allows a minor to acquire social media networking, it operates in a way as a partial emancipation. Minors have the ability to manage their own affairs online and exercise sole ownership over these assets. The law has yet to consider parental rights over minors’ digital assets during life, but it could easily address the concern after death by honoring the testamentary wishes of a minor who has gone to the trouble to make them known.

C. PRIVACY

Minors, like adults, have a privacy interest worth protecting in their digital assets. Granting them legal capacity to decide the fate of their digital assets is synonymous with granting them privacy interests in their digital assets after death. Although the law generally does not protect privacy interest at death, digital assets require us to reconsider the protections we will grant after death.280 By upholding testamentary intent, both minors and adults can decide whether to transfer their assets to someone else or delete them upon their death. Preserving privacy after death goes hand in hand with enforcing testamentary freedom.

Parents post images and videos of their children on social networking every day, and some observers are worried about the lack of consent that minors have in this process and future consequences of sharing so many
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Personal moments of somebody else’s life. Minors often have a presence online before they are born when parents post sonogram pictures on social media. The prevalence and intimacy of posts on social media by minors and about minors raise serious privacy concerns. At the very least, the law can protect minors’ privacy interests after death by honoring testamentary intent if they have demonstrated testamentary capacity.

Minors may have reduced privacy interests in their digital assets. Parents may elect to access and monitor their children’s digital asset accounts during life as they have been allowed to do under federal wiretapping laws. In Smith v. Smith, for example, a mother sued a father for recording a conversation between her and her daughter. The court found that the father had satisfied an exception to the wiretapping laws because he, in good faith, had consented on behalf of the child and reasonably believed it was in the child’s best interest that the conversation be recorded. Courts have found that such monitoring by parents does not violate federal wiretapping laws. Parents may monitor their child’s Internet use under federal law in order to safeguard their interests in a reasonable manner. Just because parents do not violate federal law by monitoring their children’s accounts, does not give them a property interest in their children’s assets. Minors may have decreased privacy interests but not decreased property interests. During their lives, it may be in their best interest for their parents to monitor their assets, but at their death, we should allow their intent to control under succession law. Parents should only have an interest in the account if they jointly open and use a shared account with their children.

VI. Conclusion

Digital assets are pervasive in society and the number of digital assets is growing at an ever-increasing pace. Minors own digital assets, and they should be able to devise them. Minors have testamentary capacity to understand the nature and extent of digital assets and the fact that they are deciding how the assets will be treated at their deaths.

---
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The law has cobbled together maturity doctrines depending on the issue at hand. The result is that the law regarding the maturity of minors and their capacity to engage in legal acts is disparate. If minors have capacity to enter into a contract and choose not to disaffirm the contract, they should also have capacity to devise digital assets before they turn 18. Contract and property law are incongruous when it comes to minors and mired in tradition that no longer makes sense in a world where property and contracts are changing and transitioning to a digital world. A limited right to succession does not upend the law prohibiting minors from owning property or contracting. Similarly, in limited circumstances the law allows a minor to make important decisions about health care, employment, and sex. Likewise, we should allow minors to decide where they want their property to go after their death, especially their digital property. If we disregard the age of legal capacity and rely solely on whether a minor has testamentary capacity to devise digital assets, succession law will continue to protect the interests of a minor through our doctrines of undue influence, fraud, and the slayer statutes. Granting minors the right to devise digital property is in their best interest and promotes freedom of succession, property rights, and privacy interests.

We cannot continue to apply traditional rules for physical property in a digital age. The law needs to adapt to the digital reality and the understanding that minors own and use digital assets. By allowing minors to devise digital assets, the law will accommodate digital ownership and technological change as well as recognize minors’ maturity accompanying the fast-paced changing nature of assets.